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6. Costs, culture & ethics
For between 20 and 40 years, hourly fees and billable hour measures have been the basic 
economic units of law firm profitability. Assumed to be accepted by clients because they were 
(and still are) seen to provide the potential for detailed information and transparency on any 
legal fees charged, they also provide law firms with a simple, low-risk model to confidently 
calculate, manage and lock-in profitability.

The majority of firms are keen to stick to the ‘hourly fee’ system of billing, even though many 
of the disadvantages are well documented. It should of course be noted that many of the 
criticisms of the hourly fee, time-costing or the billable hour system are actually targeting 3 
different phenomenon which do not necessarily have to be 
 linked together

• Time recording – the internal process of recording time against matters
• Time costing – the basis by which you calculate your fees & bill.
• Individual, or team, billable hour targets – the internal targets for fee-earners to record or bill a 

certain number of chargeable hours each day/week/month/year. 

It is possible to have time recording without the pressure of demanding individual billable hour 
targets. It is also possible (and a good idea) to have time recording, and time recording targets 
without this being the basis for charging clients. Finally, it is actually quite common for practices 
to seemingly charge clients according to an hourly fee, but for this to be only loosely based on 
the tally of recorded hours, with the partner deciding to increase or decrease the tally of hours 
according to either an estimate of what the client is willing to pay, or the amount of hours any 
given fee-earner ‘might have been expected’ to complete the work in, according to their 
experience and expertise. This raises both ethical and profitability issues which are also discussed 
in the chapter on time recording. 

These examples should illustrate, however, that it can be dangerous to use the terms ‘billable 
hours’, ‘time costing’ and ‘time recording’ as interchangeable or one in the same. Although 
they are often found together, many of the cultural or ethical concerns mentioned above can 
be avoided by separating the phenomenon from each other and considering each on their 
own merits. 

In terms of understanding the drivers and motivations for some concerns, it is also important 
to separate the practice from the individual. Time costing might prompt more concerns at a 
practice level, whilst billable hour targets lead to more questionable individual behaviors.

Time recording   

Time recording used simply as an information tool, and separate from billable hour targets, its 
use in performance management, or its role in time costing, has relatively few adverse cultural 
or ethical effects. It is, however, still unpopular and can lead to low morale. Very few people 
leaving private practice miss it.

Most cultural or ethical criticisms of time recording, however, arise when it is linked to time 
costing or billable hour targets.
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Time costing & Billable hour targets

The main criticisms of time costing and billable hour targets are as follows:

• Time costing does not provide the client with predictability on cost, leading to client anxiety, a 
lack of accountability, inefficiency, and the potential for disputes

• Time costing and billable hour targets can encourage institutionalised inefficiency in working 
practices. Practices or fee-earners who do the work quicker record fewer hours, generating 
fewer fees, so some fee-earners will allow the work to expand to fill the time.-

• Time costing and billable hour targets can tempt practices and fee-earners to ‘pad’ or inflate 
timesheets and bills

• Time-costing and billable hour targets can lead to the undertaking of unnecessary additional 
work (such as overzealous due diligence)

• Time costing and billable hour targets can lead, at both practice and individual levels, to a 
reduction in important non-chargeable activities such as client service, communication, the 
development of precedents or personal professional development 

• Individual billable hour targets discourage team co-operation and support (billable hour 
targets for a team can, with good management, encourage co-operation and support).

• Demanding team billable hour targets, when made the responsibility of a partner, can 
heighten the risk of bullying or unreasonable demands on individual team members

• Time costing and billable hour targets can create a long hours culture. Together with practice 
cultures which demand or expect you to be available when the work demands it, this can 
adversely affect individuals’ work-life balance and limit their ability to effectively manage their 
commitments to home life or social engagements. 

• Billable hour targets place an emphasis on quantity rather than quality, which can lead to 
both lower quality work, and low morale when performance management appears to be 
exclusively based on billable hour statistics.

Together with other negative aspects of law practice culture, the cumulative effect of the 
ethical and cultural strains described above can lead to an increased risk of claims and 
complaints, low morale and motivation, high staff turnover and stress 
and depression.

Suggestions for avoiding some of the negative consequences, of billable hour targets include 
the following:

• Effective supervision, delegation and workload management to ensure fee-earners have the 
work they require to meet their billable hour targets, thus reducing the temptation to ‘pad’ or 
work inefficiently. 

• Ensure all billable hour targets are reasonable, achievable and are agreed with fee-earners 
rather than merely ‘imposed’.

• Develop different career pathways and salary levels, so that individuals who are not 
comfortable with high billable hour targets can still contribute productively to the practice.

• Develop balanced performance management arrangements, of which billable hour targets 
form only one part. Quality of work, business development, supervision, customer care & client 
development are all important to the development of fee-earners, and emphasising these 
as part of performance management will minimise the risk of the negative aspects of billable 
hour targets.

• Develop policies and provide training for your fee-earners on time recording.
• Make the padding and inflation of timesheets a disciplinary offence
• Supervise the practice of time recording to both eliminate unethical practices, and offer 

support to fee-earners.
• Develop work-life balance arrangements to enable people to meet billable hour targets whilst 

still maintaining their home and social commitments. 
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